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Abstract  
The Human Disease Ontology (DO) seeks to describe the breadth and complexity of human disease 
and to provide a stable framework for advanced analysis. It accomplishes these goals through 
automated import of non-disease ontologies and the definition of logical axioms. Exploration of 
diseases via these imports and axioms is available by browsing DO’s OWL tree or through 
advanced searches at DO’s website, https://www.disease-ontology.org, or by downloading the 
doid.owl file from DO’s GitHub repository. Utilizing other ontologies to define disease 
mechanisms contributes to DO’s interoperability but has also presented challenges. Multiple 
examples of challenges faced while curating the DO and the approaches used to mitigate them are 
outlined here. These address common problems in ontology curation including ontology size, 
differing scopes/philosophies, unexpected changes, and ultimately the real-world difficulty of 
defining (medical) terms.  
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1. Introduction 

The Human Disease Ontology (DO, https://www.disease-ontology.org) [1] encompasses the breadth of 
diseases, rare and common, and innovates interoperability between the DO and other ontologies through 
the integration of imports of non-disease ontology terms to define connections between diseases, defined 
by logical axioms (Figure 1). For example, ‘has phenotype’ some ‘Abnormal immunoglobulin level’ 
retrieves 25 autoimmune-related disease terms. These logical assertions connect diseases by shared 
attributes and thus allow viewing inferred relationships between diseases and building a more complex 
multi-parental disease-to-disease classification. Axioms allow for a broader understanding of disease 
mechanisms. Utilizing ontology imports enables exploration of disease terms through their related cell of 
origin, anatomical location, symptoms, phenotypes, and genetic or environmental risk factors. DO import 
files are generated with each DO release using ROBOT extract (http://robot.obolibrary.org/extract) [2], 
which syncs the import file with their source ontologies. To date, DO integrates 14 import files: anatomy, 
cell types, chemicals, clinical modifier (onset), disease drivers, evidence codes, food material, inheritance 
pattern, omim_susceptibility (genetic risk factors), phenotypes, sequence structural and functional variants, 
symptoms, taxonomy, and transmission methods (https://disease-ontology.org/resources/DO_Imports). 

The exploration of disease mechanisms via imports using features available on DO’s website and the 
challenges faced while integrating other ontologies due to scope, size, and unexpected changes are outlined 
herein. 
 

 
  

   

 
 



 
Figure 1: Human Disease Ontology logical axioms. (A) DO’s OWL tree, doid.owl, hierarchical view (B) 
autoimmune disease (DOID:417) defined by an Equivalent Axiom (C) HPO term - DO’s phenotype import 
(D) DO diseases defined by ‘has phenotype’ some ‘Abnormal immunoglobulin level’ logical definition. 
 

2. Exploring Disease Mechanisms 

The DO’s OBO and OWL trees provide a multi-parentage view of disease classification. DO’s OWL 
tree enables exploration of disease via DO’s imports, thus enabling exploration of disease through related 
biomedical information (e.g., age of onset, anatomical location, cell type of origin); environmental driver 
(infectious agents, chemicals, exposures, food allergies); genetic drivers (susceptibility traits, sequence 
variants); and clinical variants (phenotypes and symptoms). These novel views of disease provide a unique 
perspective, such as exploring related diseases or disease mechanisms through the lens of common disease 
drivers (genetic, biological, chemical or ecological), phenotypes, symptoms, mode of inheritance, or 
infectious agent. 

Explore DO’s axioms through the Advanced Search option on the DO’s website (https://www.disease-
ontology.org). Explore disease metadata by queries for Name (disease name), Synonym, Definition, Subset 
(e.g., DO_cancer_slim or DO_AGR_slim), DOID, Alternate ID, Xrefs (clinical vocabularies: OMIM, 
NCIthesaurus, ICD, SNOMED, GARD, Orphanet [3–8]) or Relation. The recently added Relation drop 



down options support querying of DO’s axioms via RO relation terms: “adjacent to”, “derives from”, 
“disease has basis in”, “has allergic trigger”, “has material basis in”, “has origin”, “has symptom”, “has 
phenotype”, “disease has location” or “transmitted by”. 

3. Import Challenges 

Most practical challenges to integration arise from the scope of ‘import ontologies’. For example, the 
Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [9] classifies phenotypic features, including some disease entities, with 
a disease being defined as a phenotypic feature when it is a feature of another disease. Full integration of 
these ‘disease phenotypes’ would result in undesirable duplication of disease terms within the DO. To 
mitigate this problem, the import of HPO’s ‘Phenotypic Abnormality’ branch explicitly includes only 
primary phenotypic features in the import by excluding disease entities with a custom ‘exclude’ slim (HPO 
term list). 

The taxonomic breadth of an ontology, such as the cross-species anatomy ontology UBERON [10], also 
challenges integration to the human-specific disease ontology. For example, terms in UBERON classifying 
anatomical parts may be labelled with a human or non-human name, such as ‘pes’ or ‘manus’. Pes is defined 
as the “zoological term for the distal portion of the hind limb of tetrapod animals”, which is synonymous 
with the human anatomical term “foot”. Fortunately, the human anatomical terms are synonyms of the non-
human anatomical terms and updating the label while retaining the ID in the uberon_import.owl file is a 
simple solution for this issue.  

Scope has also proved to be a challenge at the intersection of ontologies. Recent work to improve the 
DO has focused on the addition of terms to define environmental drivers of disease. These terms add the 
opportunity for greater disease inference, in much the same way as cell type, phenotype, and symptoms, 
but they are not diseases and are outside the scope of the DO. These new terms are types of environmental 
stressors, which is a concept captured by the Exposure Ontology (ExO) [11] and adopted by the 
Environmental Conditions, Treatments and Exposures Ontology (ECTO) [12]. However, as the list of 
potential stressors could be unending it is beyond the scope of ExO and ECTO to include each stressor; 
they aim to represent upper-level terms only. Therefore, the new DISDRIV (Disease Drivers) import has 
been created in collaboration with ExO and ECTO to fulfill the need for specific, leaf-node terms and 
submitted to the OBO Foundry as a new application ontology. 

Along with scope, the size of import ontologies is a practical concern. The DO incorporates a number 
of large ontologies, including HPO, Sequence Types and Features Ontology (SO) [13], Chemical Entities 
of Biological Interest (ChEBI) [14], whose inclusion in full would make DO files unnecessarily large and 
slow logical reasoning. Instead, the terms relevant to DO have been identified and captured through the 
creation of custom import slims (see DO’s GitHub import directory, 
https://github.com/DiseaseOntology/HumanDiseaseOntology/tree/main/src/ontology/imports). These are 
updated and aligned with the DO at each DO data release. 

On occasion, unexpected changes in ontologies imported by DO have proved challenging. A good 
example of this was a major restructuring and renaming of terms that occurred in SO. During the subsequent 
DO update the SO import caused many of the previously SO-defined axioms to disappear. These axioms 
had to be redefined. Neither axioms nor slims can track these kinds of changes. To identify and mitigate 
similar issues in the future, an axiom report was created that lists all axioms and tracks changes in axioms 
per release.  
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